Guidelines for Reading and Viewing
the VL2 Storybook App

Dear teacher:
This chart is an overview of how you can use Baobab in your classrooms. This may
apply to other e-books or VL2 Storybook Apps as well! You may feel free to
modify, tweak, use all or some of the ideas below. Perhaps you would need a bit
more time in each activity. You may spread the activity over the day- some can be
done during reading period and others activities can be done during
Writing/English Language Arts period. Extended activities can also be done in
other periods such as arts, science, or geography. There are more lessons to
supplement this story: ASL Development, Bridging ASL and English Languages,
and Vocabulary Words Study. They can be found in vl2storybookapps.com.
Monday
Guided Reading
Introduce the story
• Title, Author,
Illustrator
• Do a picture walk
(read mode)
• Make predictions
View the story
(watch mode)
• Discuss parts they
liked, draw, & write
about it

	
  

Tuesday
Review and Story
Analysis:
• Review the story
(discuss or watch
the story again).
Review predictions
• Identify and analyze
the characters (do
character sketch)
• Plot of the Story
Make Connections
Text-to-Self & Textto-Text

Wednesday
Shared Reading
Read the Story (read
mode)
Take advantage of
teachable moments
to talk about ASL and
English grammar and
vocabulary words.
Analyze the story
further & check for
comprehension
(*See Lesson Plans
forASL Development
English/Writing)

Thursday
Partner Reading
Take turns reading
the story (one person
signs aloud the whole
book in read mode,
then partner signs
aloud the story)

Friday
Extended
Activities
See sections on
ASL Development
English/Writing
Science
Social Studies
Visual Arts

Independent
Reading
Encourage reading
on their own and
retelling the story to
the video camera,
adult, or partner.
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GUIDED READING and VIEWING
STEP 1: Introduce the Story

1. Kick-off the Lesson. Today, we will read this ASL and English- Bilingual book,
“The Baobab.” Start from the first page (HOM E), and show the ‘cover’ of the
storybook app. State the title, “THE BAOBAB.” Ask if any of the students have heard
of this word before, “BAOBAB”? Baobab is a real tree, and it grows wild in thirty-two
different countries in Africa (show picture of Baobab and map of Africa). We will learn
more about this tree in the story as well as read study it afterwards!
2. W riter, Illustrator, and Storyteller. Click on “Information” section (“i”) on the
lower left corner of the screen and then on “CREDITS”- and share the names for “Story
By” (writers): Melissa Malzkuhn, Dr. Kristen Harmon, Dr. Ben Bahan, and Wanda Riddle,
“Storyteller”: April Jackson-Woodard
and “Illustrator”: Yiqiao Wang
Explain that they are all deaf! They created the story in ASL first then they wrote
down the story in English second!
3. Picture W alk. Go to READ mode through the pages and just flip the pages from
start to the end- make sure the students see the pictures on each page.
• Once all pages have turned, invite students to predict what is happening in the
story. Write down their predictions (and place each students’ initials next to their
predictions and set aside.)

STEP 2: View the Story

Go to W ATCH mode and click play. For the first time- let the students watch the story
without interruptions. After that, you may show them the story again, this time- pause in
areas and ask for predictions or ask comprehension-type of questions. See below for
suggestions on where to pause occasionally to invite predictions. (Tip to teacher: watch
the whole story ahead of time before starting this lesson and take note of areas where
you want to pause to ask for predictions.) Try to let them watch without too much
interruptions so they can enjoy the flow of the story told by the signer. Perhaps pause 3
times or less. Repeat the story if the students would like to see it again.
What part did they like the most? Then draw a scene from the story (and write)
about that.
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STEP 3: Discuss the Story

1. Go back to STEP 1, Number 3: Predictions. Ask the students to share what their
predictions were (what you wrote), and discuss if each of them are correct or
not.
2. Who are the characters in the story? (old man, girl, hummingbird, monkey, bird)
3. Character sketch: What is the girl like? (profile sketch. Inside girl: adventurous,
curious, fun, daring; outside the girl: red haired, short, unique, young, etc.)
4. Plot- what happened at the beginning? Middle? What problems she
encountered when trying to find the tree and the fruit? What happened at the
end? There are several options to do this: The students can put the pictures in
order themselves and write summary of what happened below. Or you can
guide them through this as a group, ask the students to help put pictures in
order, then write captions in those pictures. Then you can make copies of that as
a booklet for students to keep. You may download the pictures from
vl2storybookapp.com.
Beginning

Middle

End

5. Text-to-Self: Remember when the girl was about to find the fruit tree after the
old man told her that’s where he got the fruit from, but the old man told her not
to go! What did the girl do anyway? (she went ahead and looked for that tree!)
Are you like that girl? Did you not listen to someone? Explain what happened.
6. Text-to-Other: Does this story remind you of another story? What other story is
this similar to? What about Curious George? He’s always adventurous, curious,
and in some kind of mischief! What other story can you think of that this story is
similar to?

SHARED READING

STEP 4: Read the Story
1. Review the story and what they did the day before-- Remember the other day we
studied the ASL part of the story and discussed the story. Now, we’ll go to READ
mode of the app and read the story and watch the signer sign for each page.
You all are readers! Let’s put on our reading “cap” on! We’ll talk about both
English and ASL parts of the story.
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2. Let them read the text first, ask them if there are new words they want to learn.

Press the vocab words that has (pinkish hue), the video will pop up, the person
will sign, spell, sign that word. Ask then if they can explain what that word
means. If they still don’t understand that word, you can elaborate further with
definition. (For additional guide on vocabulary development, you may use Bridging ASL
and English Languages lesson- Focus: Drawing Inferences from ASL Signs and Defining
the Word at Vl2storybookapps.com)

3. Ask them to read the whole sentence—and see if they can sign what that says.
(Let students take turns doing that.)
4. Press PLAY to view the signer signs that page.
5. Teachable moment: Ask the students what they noticed about English and ASL
versions. Discuss that the grammar structure of the text and ASL aren’t the same,
but the concept is still the same. For example, the first page started with “Once
upon a time, in a land far past the hills, a small village lay tucked between
mountains and rivers.” The signer signed: “HAPPEN, LAND PAST THE HILLS,
(TUCKED BETWEEN) THE MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, THERE WAS A VILLAGE”
(CAPS are the signed words.) We don’t need to sign word-for-word for the
concept to match.
6. Repeat the procedure 1-3 for each page until the whole story has been read.
7. Other teachable moments while you read the story with the class:
a. Teach reading strategies (use illustrations and look at ASL version for
support in figuring out the meaning for words.
b. Some words are phrases—Long-time-ago.. Each word means something
different, but put together, it means “ages and ages ago.. “
c. Point out that the word is signed differently depending on the meaning
and context.
i. For example: “trunk” has two different meaning. Trunk- for
elephant’s nose & trunk for the tree. Why don’t they use the same
sign? Concepts have to match.
ii. Other example: Ask who knows what “bounce” means? Ball
bounce? Who (or what) is bouncing in the story? The monkey! So,
the sign for bounce is different.
**(For additional teachable moments about vocabulary words in both ASL and English,
see lesson plans on VL2storybookapps.com: Vocabulary Development: Drawing
Inferences & Past Simple Tenses and Irregular Verbs)
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8. Ask questions to check for comprehension and for their predictions to keep them
engaged. These are some examples of how you can keep them engaged: while looking
at a specific illustration ask the students, ask, “what’s happening here?” Before we show
the next picture ask the students, “Do you remember what will happen next?” After
students make comments follow-up by extending their comments or asking for
clarification. Some general examples are shown below in Text and Sample Questions.

Text and Sample Questions

Screenshots

Page 6: “Where did you get this?” the
girl asked. The traveler pointed to the
hills. “From an important, enormous
tree called the baobab!”
• Remember what we know
about this little girl, she is very
curious. What do you think she
will do next?

Page 12: She reached to grab the fruit.
But a monkey with a long red nose and
blue cheeks jumped up, snatched the
fruit, and bounced away.
• How do you think she feels?
• What do you think the girl will
do?
• Why did that monkey have a
hat on? (Do you remember
what the man said at the
beginning? Look back—they
will see that the old man said
he traded his hat for the fruit.)
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Page 15: The fruit was floating in the
water, and the girl pocketed it. The girl
began to feel cold and scared. Then
the water started to ripple.
• The girl is stuck in the baobab
tree. How do you think she will
get out? What do you think will
happen next?

Page 19: The elephant carried the girl
in his trunk. He brought her back to the
village and set her on the ground. The
elephant walked away.
• The elephant rescued the girl
from being stuck in the baobab
tree, what do you think the little
girl will do?

STEP 5: Paired (or Partner) Reading
Pair the students up and have them read The Baobab to each other. Remind the
students they can click on vocabulary words for words that are new to them, or watch
the storyteller sign that page before they sign that page aloud. Another important
resource is to look at the illustrations to help with clues about what’s happening on that
page, and they can ask their partner for help while reading aloud the story.

INDEPENDENT READING
STEP 6: Allow Independent Reading

Offer the students opportunity to view the story again at their comfort and their own
time during silent reading period. Retell the story to their parent or to another adult.

CROSS CURRICULUAR STUDIES (or Extended Activities)
ASL DEVELOPMENT

See lesson plans for more ideas and activities to support ASL development using this
app. They can be found on VL2storybookapps.com
FOCUS: Role Shifting with Dialogue
Action Verbs & Adverbials
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ENGLISH/WRITING
To build on the ASL skills learned through ASL Development lesson plans, you may
refer to the lesson plans on the website.
Bridging ASL and English Languages:
Role Shifting with Dialogue
Action verbs and Adverbials.
Write a Letter: Encourage students to write letters to the girl in The Baobab. In the
students’ letters they can practice asking questions to the girl about her feelings and
her experiences. They can tell the girl about a time where they were very curious and
didn’t listen to their parents and/or a teacher and what happened to them. By writing
letters to the main character they are able to express their own reactions to the text and
ask questions based on their interests.
Other option is for them to write a letter to the traveler- practice asking questions—
What is your name? Where did you travel? Where would you like to travel to next? How
did you get there? Did you walk? Etc.? Share your traveling experience—where did the
student travel to before and how did he or she get there? By car, train, or plane?
(Perhaps you could also discuss the safety of talking to strangers. Would they talk to a
stranger?)

SCIENCE
Animals: The class can spend time learning about the different animals that live in
Africa, Madagascar, or Australia. The teacher can provide them with a list of different
animals and pictures of them, students can chose an animal to study and become the
‘expert’ about that animal. The class can go to the library to collect books on their
animal and use various websites to collect more information about these animals. At the
completion of their research students can create a project demonstrating what they
learned about the animal. Presentation of information will be done in ASL, filmed, and
then students can write up the information using their ASL version as a guide.
Baobab & Climate: Another unique opportunity for a science connection would be to
study the climate of Africa, being this is one of the places where baobab trees grow.
The dry season in Africa is for nine months of the year; therefore the baobab tree stores
water in the trunk and branches during the wet season so it can survive the dry season.
A comparison study can be done with your local climate and the climate in Africa,
identifying the similarities and differences.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/GEOGRAPHY
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An aim of social studies education is to increase awareness of other cultures and
develop respect for unique cultural traditions and beliefs. One way to cover this is by
using The Baobab app because of the cultural and spiritual significance of the baobab
tree by people in Africa. Here is a link for more information:
http://www.golimpopo.com/experience/highlights-icons/baobab-tree
Spend time as a class learning more about the African communities reverence for the
baobab tree and how important the tree is for animals that live in these areas. Also, find
out where Baobab is located.

VISUAL ARTS

Acting out the Story: Have the class act out the story. Characters to act out: girl,
traveler, hummingbird, monkeys, and elephants. Refer to Step 3 number 4
(chart: Beginning, Middle, End) for help with storyline and sequence. Videotape the
show for future viewing pleasure, and/or invite the parents to watch the show!
Artwork: Study the method the illustrator used in this story. Water coloring. Let the
students create an artwork using watercolor paints. Could use the templates.
Crafts: Create the baobab tree using paper, ice cream sticks or draw one of the
character in the story.

@2014, Lesson Plan created by Dr. Melissa Herzig VL2 Education and Research Translation Manager and
Cara Keith, VL2 Graduate Assistant
Melissa.herzig@gallaudet.edu
We are a Science of Learning Center funded by the National Science Foundation in the United States. In
2006, Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C. was awarded a Science of Learning Center grant from the
National Science Foundation. Our center focuses on the development of fundamental knowledge about
visual language and visual learning, “VL2.” We study visual language and learning. We study the
advantages and benefits of being bilingual in both English and American Sign Language (ASL).
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number SBE1041725. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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